NEW INTEGRATED STRATEGIES FOR THE CONTROL OF GREY MOLD *BOTRYTIS CINEREA* IN GRAPEVINE
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Grey mould caused by the fungus *Botrytis cinerea* is a common disease on several kinds of ripening fruits, including grape. In addition to quantitative losses, if strongly affected grapes are processed into wine the enzymatic activity of the fungus can have a negative effect on the wine quality. Epidemics are usually initiated in Spring from inoculum produced on different overwintering structures. Leaf infections and, with higher impact, floral infections can generate fruit infections through different infection pathways, some of which include a degree of symptomless latency. Not only environmental conditions but also bunch architecture and berry structure can influence disease severity and incidence: grape varieties with compact clusters are more susceptible to the disease. Traditionally, the control of *B. cinerea* in the vineyard is performed using synthetic fungicides: up to three applications per season, depending on the production line, the weather conditions and the risk a grower wants to take. Within the FP7-KBBE project "Pesticide Use-and-risk Reduction in European farming systems with Integrated Pest Management" (PURE) two different strategies were tested to reduce the use of synthetic fungicides against *B. cinerea* in viticulture: i) create a microclimate less favourable to the pathogen, and ii) use of Biological Control Agents (BCAs). The first strategy was tested at the Julius Kühn-Institute in Siebeldingen (Germany) in the grape growing seasons 2011 and 2012. Manual defoliation of the berry zone was performed before and after flowering to modify the bunch structure of compact varieties and at veraison to enhance ventilation of the berry zone during ripening. Defoliation was compared with one, two and three synthetic fungicides applications. In 2011, with high disease pressure, the defoliation at flowering was as effective as three botryticide treatments, while in 2012 disease pressure was too low to check differences between defoliation and fungicides. In the second strategy, three different BCAs were applied alone or in combination in 3 vineyards located in different geographical areas of Italy. *Bacillus subtilis, Aureobasidium pullulans* and *Trichoderma atroviride* were applied at four critical stages for infection: i) before bunch closure, ii) at veraison, iii) 20 days before harvest, and iv) 3-7 days before harvest. In the trials carried out in central Italy, both disease incidence and severity were low (disease severity from 8.9 to 14.6) and all treatments gave a good control of the disease in both years, even when applied alone. In the Po Valley vineyard (northern Italy) disease pressure was low in 2011 and nil in 2012; nonetheless, in 2011 bunches treated with the different BCAs were less affected than the untreated ones. The tested BCAs appeared very promising, especially when applied at the right phenological stages of the vines and under a moderate disease pressure. Further data are necessary to confirm these results with higher disease pressure. Combining the use of defoliation and BCAs with models able to predict both the phenological stage of the plants and the risk of infection would lead to optimize the control of bunch rot in grape.